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The Three Accounts
• Local explaining, stimulated by the question of 

“Why did it do that?”
• Global explaining, stimulated by the question of 

“How does it perform some function?”
• Self-explaining, stimulated by the user’s attempt 

to use fragmentary information to understand 
the system

• Collected n=74 examples of explaining
• Both local (based on a specific incident) and 

global (attempts to explain a system or process)



Partial List of Examples
1. Why did Watson answer “Toronto?”
2. How does a transistor work?
3. Why are maggots in my dead refrigerator?
4. Why did Air France #447 crash?
5. How does AlphaGo work?
6. How did Magnus Carlsen come up with his 

dramatic queen sacrifice?
7. Why did a petrochemical plant operator 

misdiagnose a distillation tower upset?
8. Why did my GPS choose a poor route from 

SF airport to Monterey?

9. In Desert Storm, why did our Patriot missile 
system shoot two friendly airplanes?

10. Why did a policeman shoot an African 
American Wal-Mart shopper in Ohio?

11. Why did the FBI confrontation with David 
Koresh end in disaster?

12. Why did the USS Vincennes, shoot down an 
unarmed Iranian airliner?

13. Why did the USAF F-15s shoot down 2 US 
Army helicopters in Iraq in 1994?

13. Why did KAL 007 get shot down?
14. Why did the Royal Majesty cruise ship get 

grounded?
15. Why do some digital watches fail to 

wake up their owners?
16. Why are ceiling fans hard to predict?
17. Why do motel clock alarms fail to 

wake us up?
18. Why do automobile cruise control 

systems sometimes run amok?
19. Why did the automatic blood pressure 

machine deceive the surgical team?
20. Why did the British naval officer order the 

shoot down of a new track?
21. Why do airplane autopilots sometimes quit 

working with no warning?
22. Why was Blitzkrieg so effective in WW2?
23. Why did the USS John McCain collide with 

the merchant ship?
24. What caused the Uberlingen air collision?  
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Local Event to be explained: Why did it do that?

Stimulus: Surprise (violated expectancy)

Diagnosis: Identify the critical belief/information

Explanatory Template Build the Explanation/story

Visualization 
(diagram)

Story Analogy/
Contrast

Package the Explanation

Stopping Point: Perspective shift criterion (Would I have done it?)

Learner Status:

Sophistication 
(Mental 
model)

Learner Goals

Time Pressure

Common 
Ground Issues

Situation 
Assessment

Causal 
Criteria

Causal 
Palette

Tradeoff: Effort/cost/time
Mental strain: story limits are 

3 causes & 6 transitions



Global Issue: How does it work?

Stimulus: Need to understand a device or system

Diagnosis: What is the Learner missing?

Building the Explanation

Explanatory Template
Components 
Causal Links
Challenges

Near neighbor
Exceptions

Build the Explanation

Diagram & 
Annotation Story

Other 
visualizations

Package the Explanation: Effort/Cost/Time

Stopping Point: Perspective shift criterion (could I do it?), mental 
simulations + plausibility of transitions

Learner Status:

Sophistication 
(Mental 
model)

Learner Goals

Time Pressure

Common 
Ground Issues



Self-Explanation: How can I learn about the device?

Stimulus: Gaps, surprises, uncertainties, curiosity

AI Entry Points:
Dialog, manipulations, 
examples, choice logic, 

attention records, 
representations, training 

history

Sensemaking Tactics:
Manipulating devices, 

Diagnosing failures, 
Studying examples & 

analogs, Revising mental 
models

Stopping Rule: 
Perspective Shift Criterion
Plausibility of Transitions
Explanatory Depth Gauge

Learner Status:

Mental Model 
(frame)

Goals

Time Pressure

Situation 
Assessment

Frame: Story, visualization, analog



What’s new about the NDM account of explaining?

• Three different facets of explaining: Local, Global, Self-Explanation

– Local and Global Explaining depend on a knowledge of the Learner’s background

• Local Explaining centers on Surprise (violated expectancy) (vs. filling slots)

– Diagnosis of violated expectancies (vs. shifting weights): a single issue

– NOT: Gisting and trimming details and simplifying

– Perspective shift as a stopping point and as a gauge of plausibility. “If I was in the 

situation, I would have taken the action. Info needed: knowledge, goals, 

constraints, reasoning tactics, affordances, mindset, situation assessment, values

• Global Explaining centers on performing a task. Need to coordinate with the device (vs. 

need to understand it)

– Functional Mental model: How device works, how it fails (and how to break it), 

how to do workarounds, how the operator may get confused

– Explanatory Template: Components of the system, causal links between the 

components, challenges the developers had to overcome, near neighbors and 

contrasts, and exceptions — limitations of the system

• Self-explaining. We have identified 9 tactics for gathering information and formulating 

the mental simulation

– Self-explanation seeks to compile a story — a causal chain


